Many real-world problems are based on the optimization of more than one objective function. This work presents a tool for the resolution of multi-objective optimization problems based on the cooperation of a set of algorithms. The invested time in the resolution is decreased by means of a parallel implementation of an evolutionary team algorithm. This model keeps the advantages of heterogeneous island models but also allows to assign more computational resources to the algorithms with better expectations. The elitist scheme applied aims to improve the results obtained with single executions of independent evolutionary algorithms. The user solves the problem without the need of knowing the internal operation details of the used evolutionary algorithms. The computational results obtained on a cluster of PCs for some tests available in the literature are presented. 
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ABSTRACT
Many real-world problems are based on the optimization of more than one objective function. This work presents a tool for the resolution of multi-objective optimization problems based on the cooperation of a set of algorithms. The invested time in the resolution is decreased by means of a parallel implementation of an evolutionary team algorithm. This model keeps the advantages of heterogeneous island models but also allows to assign more computational resources to the algorithms with better expectations. The elitist scheme applied aims to improve the results obtained with single executions of independent evolutionary algorithms. The user solves the problem without the need of knowing the internal operation details of the used evolutionary algorithms. The computational results obtained on a cluster of PCs for some tests available in the literature are presented. 
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PARALLEL SCHEME
The library provides a C ++ implementation of a selection of the literature best-known evolutionary algorithms introducing the novelty of the algorithms cooperation. The user interface makes possible to properly configure the tool for solving a particular problem in an easy and intuitive way [1] . * This work has been supported by the ec (feder) and by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science inside the 'Plan Nacional de i+d+i' with contract number tin2005-08818-c04-04. The work of G. Miranda has been developed under the grant fpu-ap2004-2290.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). GECCO'07, July 7-11, 2007, London, England, United Kingdom. ACM 978-1-59593-697-4/07/0007. The team algorithm model consists of a coordinator process and as many islands or slaves processes as specified by the user. The coordinator starts on every idle slave the execution of an algorithm configuration and manages the global solution. Slaves execute different algorithm instances, maintaining partial solutions in their local Pareto front. When an island execution finishes the local Pareto front is unified into the global Pareto front. A migration scheme allows slave processes to share part of their local solutions. Considering the obtained results the coordinator gives more opportunities to the algorithms with better expectations. Figure 1 shows the average errors achieved with the zdt tests. zdt tests were solved with the single evolutionary algorithms: nsga2, spea2 and spea fixing the number of evaluations to 50,000. Execution results were merged using the nsga2 crowding operator, labelling this results as merge. Also, each test problem was solved using a team algorithm constituted by three islands. The number of evaluations with this method was fixed to 150,000, that is, the sum of the evaluations executed by the individual algorithms. The solutions obtained by this method were named team. The experimental studies conclude that the parallel cooperation between algorithms leads to a considerable improvement of the results quality. 
